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TREND - DEVICE GROWTH
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‘By 2023, the average
CIO will be responsible
for more than 3x
endpoints they
manage in 2018’
- Gartner

Source: Top Strategic IoT Trends and Technologies Through 2023, September 2018, Gartner
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TREND - RESPONSIBILITY GROWTH
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‘By 2021, 70% of OT
security will be
managed directly by the
CIO or CISO, up from
35% today’
- Gartner

Source: 2018 Strategic Roadmap for Integrated IT and OT Security, May 2018, Gartner
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You need complete situational awareness
of all devices in converging IT-OT networks
to mitigate both cyber and operational risk
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2018: Two Market Leading Products for IT and OT
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2019: Unified Device Visibility and Control Platform
OT Premium Offering

EyeInspect SilentDefense™
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Forescout – A Trusted Partner

Visibility
Discover 30% more devices on average

Orchestration
Increase value of existing investment
Reduce MTTR with automation

8M+

2M+
65M

Device in Device Cloud

3300
Customers in over 80 countries

Across all major industries including
Government, Financial Healthcare

Time-to-Value
“Within seven hours we had detailed visibility of
our global environment.” Haworth

Devices in a single deployment

74
Total Device capacity sold

Net Promoter Score
(above security industry average)

The Enterprise has Become an
Edgeless Enterprise of Things
UN-AGENTABLE
DEVICES

WORK FROM
ANYWHERE

THREAT
PROPAGATION

• IoT and unmanaged devices far outnumber traditional managed devices
• Unprecedented device and vendor diversity with complex supply chains

• Millions of devices will return to workplace after extended absence
• Future of workforce and devices more transient than ever before

• Threat actors exploiting hyper connectivity from campus to cloud to edge
• Single weak link can act as entry, persistence or pivot point for attacks
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Required Capabilities
for EoT Security
REQUIRED:

UN-AGENTABLE
DEVICES

Agentless network-based defense to mitigate security, operational
and compliance risk of IoT, OT and other unmanaged devices

REQUIRED:

WORK FROM
ANYWHERE

Transient device hygiene assessment; Comply-to-Connect and
Zero Trust policy enforcement for an active defense posture

REQUIRED:

THREAT
PROPAGATION

Proactive and practical segmentation of flat networks to limit attack
exposure, threat propagation and breach impact
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THE FORESCOUT MISSION

Actively Defend the
Enterprise of Things
by continuously identifying, segmenting and
enforcing compliance of every connected thing
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The Forescout
Platform
Active Defense for the
Enterprise of Things
IDENTIFY

Identify
and inventory all
connected things
on your network

Assess
device hygiene,
compliance and
risk continuously

SEGMENT

Segment
devices to minimize
attack surface and
breach impact

ENFORCE

Enforce
and automate Zero
Trust policies and
control actions

Orchestrate
EoT security
workflows and
automate response
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Identify and inventory all connected
things on your network.
Discover all devices

Auto-classify for context

Leverage crowd-based insights

Real-time inventory of all network-connected
things with a choice of over 20 techniques,
without agents or disruption

Accurate and actionable classification context
for all devices, including IoT and OT, to create
the right security policies with confidence

Data lake derived from tens of millions of
devices across many of the world’s largest
companies heavily targeted by threat actors

“Knowing what is on the network is critical. But as devices
have proliferated, including many agentless IoT devices,
this has become increasingly difficult. Forescout helps us
find and secure every connected device.”
Lookman Fazal, CIO, NJ TRANSIT
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Identify and Assess OT/ICS assets, detect
threats, manage risk and compliance.

OT

Get in-depth OT visibility

Detect threats & manage risks

Automate compliance reporting

OT/ICS asset inventory, network map and
behavioral monitoring with deep packet
inspection (DPI) of 150+ OT protocols

ICS threat detection, alert aggregation and
impact-based security and operational risk
scoring to prioritize mitigation and response

Asset baselining and automated compliance
assessment and reporting for internal policies,
industry standards and regulations

“eyeInspect gives us complete visibility into our
OT environment. This helps us address business
risk – including risk that we were previously
unaware of.”
Dante Martins, Cybersecurity Strategy Director, AES Corporation
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Segment devices proactively to minimize
attack surface and breach impact.
Group and baseline flows

Design policies non-disruptively

Enforce segmentation hygiene

Dynamically group enterprise things by device
identity and business context, and map traffic
flows between groups across IT & OT domains

Build segmentation policies to reduce business
risk, simulate to preview operational impact and
refine policies as needed before enforcement

Restrict communications to only required
services and device groups to reduce lateral
threat propagation and breach impact

“Forescout identifies and classifies the device, injects the
information from the SIEMs and moves the device over
to a segmented network. This is how we’re getting to
Zero Trust.”
Dominic Hart, IT&S Security, RWJBARNABAS HEALTH
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Enforce and automate Zero Trust
policies and control actions.
Implement Comply to Connect

Control network access

Enforce Zero Trust security

Ensure transient devices comply with security
policies and standards when returning to
workplace and initiate remediation workflows

Enforce network access controls with or
without 802.1X in heterogenous environments,
without infrastructure upgrades or changes

Implement least-privilege Zero Trust policies
based on user, device, connection, posture and
compliance for all devices, including IoT

“Forescout gives us more than visibility across devices; it
gives us governance. I don’t have to trust that everyone is
doing the right thing because I can see what is happening
and proactively enforce rules to maintain control of our
environment.”
Hector Mendez, Chief Security Officer, Mobility ADO
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Orchestrate EoT security workflows
and automate response.
Share Contextual Insights

Automate Workflows

Accelerate Response

Share in-depth device, user and network
context for all EoT assets — managed and
unmanaged

Automate cross-product processes and bridge
gaps between tools with pre-built integration
modules, community apps and open APIs

Automate system-wide policy enforcement and
incident response actions to contain threats,
minimize propagation and mitigate risks

EPP/EDR

VA

SIEM

ATD

Title

NGFW

PAM

Title

CMT

ITSM

“When we start enriching data from other tools with
accurate, real-time data from Forescout, our cybersecurity
team is able to make data-driven decisions with
confidence. It allows me to sleep at night.”
Bilal Khan, Chief Technology and Security Officer, NJ TRANSIT

CONNECT APPS
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Orchestration
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Demo Time
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